
Installing the batteries and powering on

Insert two AAA batteriesOpen the case

Replace the lid, starting 
with the hook

Press the power button.  
LEDs will flash white

IM150 
QUICKSTART

TM

Thank you for purchasing a IM150 light 
and color meter.  Please visit our website 
to view the user manual, additional 
information, and instructional videos: 
www.illuminatiinstruments.com



Install the app.  
Search for 
“Illuminati Meter”

11

Start the app22

Turn the meter on33
Tap 

“Scan” 
to 

connect

44

55 Tap “Done” to finish

Welcome to the Tile 
screen.  Each tile shows 
key information.  Tap a 
tile to open it.  The “+” 
button lets you add 
more tiles.
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Using with an iPhone



Take a reading

Device settings

Adjust exposure 
compensation

Red spinner 
shows meter 
recommendation

Enable strobe 
meteringEnable 

continous 
readings

Tap to select 
exposure mode

Swipe spinners 
up/down to 

change settings.
Tap to select 

metering mode

Measuring Exposure

Measuring Color

Take a reading

Enable 
continous 
readings

Color 
temperature 
reading

Dot shows color 
temperature and 
tint

Manage filter gel 
options

Swipe to pan 
color chart.  

Pinch to zoom

Tap to select 
color mode



Install the app.  
Search for 
“Illuminati Meter”

11

Start the app22

Turn the 
meter on.  
Swipe down 
to start 
scanning

33

Once 
detected, 
meter will 

connect

44

55 Tap back arrow 
to finish
Welcome to the Tile 

screen.  Each tile shows 
key information.  Tap a tile 
to open it.  Tap the “+” to 
add more tiles.  There are 
many types

66

Using with an Android Phone



Measuring Color

Take a reading
Enable 

continous 
readings

Ambient color 
tint in full 

green/magenta 
steps

Strobe color 
temperature 
reading

Strobe color 
shift in full 
magenta/green 
steps

Ambient lighting 
color 

temperature

Tap to select 
color readings

Take a reading

Device settings

Adjust exposure 
compensation

Red spinner 
shows meter 
recommendation

Enable continous 
readings

Enable strobe 
metering

Tap to select 
exposure mode

Swipe spinners 
up/down to 

change settings.
Tap to select 

metering mode

Measuring Exposure
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For more product information, please visit our 
website: www.illuminatiinstruments.com 

Unbonding the meter from a device
The meter will pair with up to eight devices over 
Bluetooth.  If you experience connection problems or 
ever need to unbond the meter from a device, use the 
following procedure:

1. Turn the meter off by holding the 
power button for 3 seconds.

2. Hold the power button until the 
LEDs flash purple (About 6 sec)

3. Go to your device’s Bluetooth 
settings and “Forget” (iOS) or 
“Unpair” (Android) the meter.

HandheldOn a table top

Onto
 a

whiteboard

Clipped 
onto a 

backdrop

Clipped 
onto 

clothing

Onto a 
tripod 

or 
stand

Mounting and using accessories


